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Kartesia wins Creditflux award for “Best european direct lending fund 2018”

Groupe Ecore completes a full refinancing on the european
bond market and repays the kartesia financing in full

Kartesia is proud to receive one of
the most prestigious and selective
awards in the industry: Creditflux
Best European direct lending fund
2018 for Kartesia Credit Opportunities III (KCO III).
The Crediflux jury chose KCO III based on leverage-adjusted IRR (net of
fees) performance since inception as
of the end of 2017, compared to the
entry leverage (i.e. at the time of the
investment). In coming to a decision,
Creditflux screened over 30 funds
created between January 2013 and
30 July 2015 that invest predominantly in non-syndicated debt from
European companies with an EBITDA below €50 million.
Since inception, Kartesia has consistently focused on sourcing non-ordinary opportunities delivering solid
risk-adjusted returns to investors.
2017 marked Kartesia’s strongest
year to date, both in terms of investment opportunities and develop-

ment. The firm announced in October the closing of its fourth fund,
Kartesia Credit Opportunities fund
(KCO IV) at its hardcap of €870m.
KCO IV strategy is aligned with its
predecessor fund and is expected to
be 80% invested by year-end. Kartesia’s total AUM is now at €1.4bn
invested in c.100 companies.
Jaime Prieto, cofounder and managing partner of Kartesia, said: “Over
the last 10 years we have grown
across Europe and refined our
expertise to select the best investments in a large pool of opportunities. But our values are the same as
the day we started; our collaborative
approach with the companies we
support is vital and ensures our
investors trust in our ability to generate attractive risk-adjusted returns.
2018 has had a promising start and
the entire Kartesia team continues
to search for the investment opportunities that can deliver attractive
returns to our investors.”

Award Alert!
KARTESIA RECEIVED 5 OF THE
MOST PRESTIGIOUS AND SELECTIVE
AWARDS IN THE INDUSTRY IN THE
PAST 2 YEARS:

Lower Mid-Market Lender
of the Year, Europe

The deal was led by Matthieu Delamaire, Managing Partner, and Kartesia
acted as sole unitranche
provider and minority
shareholder alongside Florac, Julien Boué and Marc
Leverger, co-founders of
Brico Privé.
Founded in Toulouse in
2012, Bricoprive.com runs
a dozen daily flash sales

offering a wide range
of professional-quality
products to its six million
members. On the back of
a strong value proposition,
unrivalled expertise in
sourcing quality products
in partnership with suppliers and solid digital experience, the company has
evolved to become one of
the leaders in the sector.
The group estimates 2018
revenues to reach EUR100
million with its operations
in four countries; France,
Spain, Italy and Portugal.
In addition, the company
developed a dual B2C
and B2B market strategy
through Bricoprive.com
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and Racetools.fr.
Both new and existing
shareholders of Brico
Privé are supportive of the
management team and
the ambitious growth plan
for the group. The key
strategic initiatives of the
group are to consolidate
its presence in France
whilst simultaneously accelerating its international
reach, improve customer
experience and retention
as well as expand its penetration in the B2B sector
through Racetools.fr.
Matthieu Delamaire, founding partner of Kartesia
said: “Kartesia is thrilled

Kartesia completes first Baltics Deal • PDI
May 2018 • Pg. 2 Kartesia is proud to
announce the completion of its first
investment in the Baltics with the
acquisition, alongside the management, of Groglass®.

The heat is on to
tackle
climate
change • PDI November 2018 • Pg.3 With the help of
third parties, private debt firms are
beginning to rise to the challenge of
addressing ESG issues, says Kartesia.

Insight Kartesia

Kartesia closes Fund IV at €870 million hard cap in less than 9 months
Creditflux
Manager Awards 2018

Kartesia invests alongside Florac in
Bricoprive.com
Kartesia, the European
specialist provider of
capital solutions for small
and mid-sized companies,
is pleased to announce
its investment alongside
Florac in BricoPrive.com.

Kartesia is happy to announce today that it was repaid
from its KCO III investment in Groupe Ecore, following
the successful issuance of €255 million Fixed Rated Notes (“FRN”) in the European bond market. The proceeds
received from the FRN and a new factoring line put in
place enabled to repay in full the Kartesia financing as
well as to pay a dividend to all shareholders, including
towards the Equity co-investment held by KCO III. Following this transaction, Kartesia still owns ca. 4.0% of the
total Equity of the company and will continue to support
it in the coming years alongside financial sponsor HIG
Capital and the company’s founding family.

Kartesia
Rotates Toward
Direct Loans
as Market Shifts • Bloomberg Jan
2019 • Pg. 3 Kartesia is increasing
investments in direct lending and selected stressed credits in Europe and
reducing exposure to CLO equity.

to invest alongside Florac
and accompany Brico
Privé’s highly motivated
management team in this
new phase of development with both internal
and external strategies.
This investment reflects
Kartesia’s ability to provide financial sponsors
with certainty of funds in
a collaborative and responsive manner in what
was a highly competitive
process. ”

Kartesia, the European specialist
provider of capital solutions for
small and mid-sized companies,
is pleased to announce the final
closing of its fourth fund at €870m.
Fundraising for Kartesia Credit Opportunities IV (KCO IV) started less
than nine months ago and is over
€360m above Kartesia’s predecessor fund. Existing investors reinvested over 100% in KCO IV while
the firm expands its investor base
outside of Europe, such as the US &
Middle East. KCO IV is already 35%
invested, with fifteen deals across 7
European countries.
Kartesia currently has €1.4bn
assets under management. The
strategy for KCO IV will remain
similar to previous funds, offering

€10-60m highly-customized financing solutions to European small
and mid-cap companies. Companies which Kartesia has recently
financed and provided with expertise include Aten Oil, Eolane, Euro-Druckservice, Foraco, McIntosh
Group and Vet+A.
Jaime Prieto, co-founder and managing partner of Kartesia, said: “We
truly appreciate the strong support
received from new and existing
investors, allowing us to reach the
hard cap after only 9 months of
fundraising. Our trademark is our
flexibility to create solutions that
offer solid risk protection and yet
reinforce the growth potential of
the companies in which we invest.
The result has been the consistency

of attractive risk-adjusted returns
over our first 3 funds across different cycles.”
Laurent Bouvier, co-founder and
managing partner of Kartesia
added: “After a decade of entrepreneurship, we recognize that
success in our industry can only be
achieved with strong local presence & networks, a disciplined
investment strategy and a team
composed of dedicated talented
people. Our limited partners know
that the entire team at Kartesia
is fully committed to expand our
pan-European franchise and they
feel confident we are the ideal partner to locally support the growth
of European small and mid-sized
businesses across cycles.”
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10 and counting
It is with pleasure that we
put pen to paper for the
10th version of Kartesia’s
Insight newsletter which, in
its previous nine editions,
has provided regular and
exciting updates on the deals,
relationships, funds and,
most importantly, people
that make Kartesia a market-leading option for today’s
SMEs across Europe.
Since its formation almost six
years ago, Kartesia has grown
in a number of exciting ways,
which means that its offering
is much more expansive, but
with the same deep credit
expertise at the core of every
investment and appointment. The KCO IV fund raised
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almost double the capital of
its predecessor and in record
time, a sure sign of confidence in the investment strategy
and approach.
What really sets Kartesia
apart is the people that make
up this trusted and successful
firm, who are at the heart of
every investment and with
whom portfolio companies
can forge a lasting relationship which will result in a
great outcome for all parties.
In the first quarter this year,
Giuseppe Mirante was added
to a growing team in Germany, with hires planned across
Europe throughout the rest
of 2019; Kartesia is able to
leverage local expertise and
relationships as it continues
to seek attractive investment
opportunities across the con-

tinent. Indeed, Kartesia has
been able to utilise its growing reputation as a leading
lower mid-market player
to originate opportunities
outside of Western Europe,
last year announcing its first
investment in Latvia - an
exciting glass manufacturing
business Groglass.
Flexibility has always been
key to Kartesia’s investment
strategy and to its ability to
adapt to the existing economic backdrop and the credit
cycle. In the more favourable
parts of this cycle, Kartesia
can find attractive opportunities in direct lending,
while in the worst part of it
stressed sellers will proliferate. Kartesia has the ability
to rotate in and out of these
asset classes, as well as CLO

equity through its KCO IV
fund, which helps to mitigate
difficult economic circumstances.
What has been most pleasing
in recent years is the recognition of industry peers, with
Kartesia winning awards
from panels of experts picked
by Creditflux, AltCredit and
Private Debt Investor for the
quality of our lending funds.
As the business grows in the
coming months and years,
we hope to continue to excel
and provide flexible financing
solutions for the SMEs driving
Europe’s economies.
Happy reading and here’s to
another 10 editions.
The Managing Partners
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Kartesia completes first Baltics deal
(Private Debt Investor) The
manager, which closed
its latest fund on €870m
in October last year, has
provided a unitranche
loan for Riga, Latvia-based
GroGlass.
Pan-European fund manager Kartesia has made its
first foray into the Baltics
by providing a unitranche
loan worth more than
€50 million in support of
the management buyout
of Riga, Latvia-based
high-performance coatings business GroGlass.
The financing supported
the management team,
led by founder and chief
executive officer Alexander Sasha Kelberg, in acquiring the company from
New York-based investment firm NCH Capital.
Founded in 2004, GroGlass’s equipment is custom
made for double-sided
high-performance anti-re-

flective film nano coatings.
A statement said the firm
had recorded sales CAGR
of around 17 percent over
the last five years, delivering €17 million of revenues last year.
The deal will allow the management team to develop and expand into new
markets while improving
the efficiency and capacity of its existing vacuum
coater. The statement
said several segments had

been identified in which
the business can expand
further.
Kartesia has invested over
€1.4 billion in over 100
small and medium-sized
companies around Europe
over the last ten years.
It has offices in Brussels,
Frankfurt, London, Luxembourg, Madrid and Paris.

Kartesia Rotates Toward Direct Loans
as Market Shifts

than nine months of fundraising. The fund, which
had a target of €750 million, was 70 percent bigger
than its third fund which
closed on €506 million.

Published by Private Debt
Investor on 2018-05-03
Article by John Bakie

In October last year, Kartesia closed its fourth fund
on €870 million after less

Award Alert!
Kartesia receives the LVCA investment of the year
award for its investment in GroGlass
Kartesia, the European specialist
provider of capital solutions for
small and mid-sized companies, is
honoured to receive a prestigious
award from the Latvian Private
Equity and Venture Capital Association (LVCA) for its investment
in Groglass, its first in the Baltic
States. GroGlass is one of the world’s leading developers and manufacturers of anti-reflective & high
performance coatings on glass and
acrylic.
The transaction was nominated for
four awards: (i) Investment of the
Year, (ii) Financial Advisor of the
Year, (iii) Legal Advisor of the Year
and (iv) Exit of the Year. The panel
for the awards consisted of members of the LVCA, making this one
of the most prestigious awards in
the investment sector in Latvia.

Kartesia received the Investment of
the Year award while its legal counsel, Cobalt, was awarded the Legal
Advisor of the Year. M&A Oaklins,
the financial advisor working on
this transaction received the Financial Advisor award and the exiting
shareholder NCH Capital received
the Exit of the Year award, meaning
the transaction won in all four categories in which it was nominated.
Edgars Pigoznis, Chairman of the
Board of LVCA commented “The
sale of GroGlass is not only the
most prestigious deal in 2018, but
also one of the most successful
examples of how a small business
has grown from an idea to an internationally recognized company.”
Jaime Prieto, Managing Partner at
Kartesia, added: “We are delighted
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Investment of the Year 2018

to have won the Investment of the
Year award for the GroGlass transaction, which has been made possible by the teamwork put in place
between all parties involved in this
deal. This demonstrates Kartesia’s
truly pan-European approach and
confirms our ability to source proprietary deals and win them thanks
to a tailored capital structure and
thorough understanding of the
business.”
Thomas Pöhler, Director at Kartesia, and Gaëtan Valcke, Associate at
Kartesia, travelled to Riga to receive
the award and thanked the association and its members for the
recognition. Kartesia is committed
to continuing to look for attractive
investments in the Baltics, thanks
to the local network established via
this transaction.

(Bloomberg) - Credit asset manager
Kartesia is increasing investments
in direct lending and selected
stressed credits in Europe and reducing exposure to CLO equity, as
it adapts its portfolio to a maturing
credit cycle.
The London-based firm says it’s
stayed flexible to rotate in and out
of these asset classes, through its
870 million euros ($994 million)
fund Credit Opportunities IV.
“Generally, we’ll find many attrac-

tive opportunities in direct lending
in the good times, whereas stressed sellers will abound in the worst
part of the credit cycle,” Jaime
Prieto, co-founder and managing
partner at Kartesia said in an interview.
“The volatility in the CLO market
will be even higher as you also
need to consider the evolving cost
of the liabilities of these vehicles.”
Kartesia has curtailed the deployment of capital in CLOs recently.

“We felt the prevailing return levels
were not reflective of the risks,
but will continue monitoring the
market as it reprices to ensure we
identify any developing opportunities,” said Sharif Anbar-Colas, a
portfolio manager in the firm.
“There are enough things in the European market that are attractive if
CLO equity isn’t.”
Direct lending, leveraged loans and
rated CLO tranches like single-B
and BB debt can offer an enhanced risk-return profile, he added.
In direct lending, the firm said it’s
focusing in the lower end of the
mid-market, which is still underserved by private debt lenders and
where competition is less fierce.
Published by Bloomberg on 2019-01-15
Article by Marianna Aragao and
Sarah Husband

The heat is on
to tackle climate
change

With the help of third parties, private debt firms are
beginning to rise to the challenge of addressing ESG
issues, says Coralie de Maesschalck of Kartesia.
(Private Debt Investor) Today, climate change is
clearly a major and pressing topic for societies
worldwide, but also one
of the highest-priority
environmental, social and
governance (ESG) issues
facing investors. As reported by the UN PRI in its
recent Investor action on
climate change report, in
2017 nearly 400 investors,
representing $22 trillion
in assets under management, stood by the Paris
Agreement for this purpose.

They urged governments to implement
the Agreement, to drive
investments into the low
carbon transition and to
support climate-reporting
frameworks, such as the
recommendations of the
Financial Stability Task
Force on Climate-related
Financial Disclosures. It is
therefore vital that investment houses respond to
investor concerns and see
it as a fiduciary duty to incorporate climate change
concerns into investment
processes.

Since this summer, the PRI has
been working on developing a
paper with PRI signatories active in
the private debt market regarding
responsible investment practical
guidance which, up until now, had
been given very little consideration.
Despite assets allocated to private
debt still being relatively small, the
PRI has deemed it a rapidly growing
asset class and one that is likely to
play an important role in financing
a more sustainable future. The
challenge is to continue to engage
with climate issues and maintain a
market-leading position, particularly
as private debt specialists are more
restricted when it comes to access
to management and influence on
companies, compared with private
equity sponsors.
Companies with high ESG standards
are typically better run, have fewer
business risks and ultimately deliver
better value to shareholders and
investors, which means that responsible investment should be a vital
consideration (at least) or even part
of the investment philosophy and
process. However, it is not enough
for debt investors to simply identify
the companies that best align with
these ESG principles, they must also
make organisational and structural
changes so that funds are better positioned to be a sought-after investor for target businesses
.
Recruiting the right employees,
including fund managers, with
relevant ESG experience is crucial
in developing the approach of an
investment house. This is likely to
translate into influence and commitment to the issue and, as a result,
the relationship between management and debt provider is likely to
be much smoother.
It can be difficult to find the most

suitable approach to ESG investments for debt funds, particularly
secondary debt funds, due to the
desire for a reduced risk profile.
Kartesia sees a negative screening
strategy as the most effective way of
doing this, whereby certain sectors
are excluded based on the fact that
they do not align with core ESG principles – tobacco and gambling are
two good examples of such sectors.

an appropriate benchmark. Such
models consider a range of criteria
to, as accurately as possible, estimate the overall weighted carbon
intensity of any fund. While these
models are not an exact science, the
imperfect nature of private company reporting make such analysis
the most efficient way of assuring
investors that ESG principles are
being properly applied.

However, regardless of the sector in
which a target company operates,
what is often the biggest barrier to
proper application of ESG filters and
principles is the fact that many European businesses still do not report
on climate-related metrics. Furthermore, lenders are often not involved in discussions surrounding the
carbon profile of a business being
targeted by private equity sponsors,
so relevant ESG data is not passed
on. This is especially true of secondary deals.
Given the lack of such data, a gap
opened in the market for third-party
analytics providers to step in and assess the carbon footprints of investment portfolios. These third-parties
use statistical estimation models to
estimate the carbon footprint of the
total portfolio and compare it with

It is widely accepted that there is a
necessity for investors across asset
classes to address climate change
and ESG issues, but also that there
is not a one-size-fits-all approach.
Private debt investors are finding
ways of being more selective in their
investment approach, with help
from third-party providers whose
modelling is allowing a more thorough analysis of carbon footprint
and impact which is, in turn, satisfying increasing investor demand for
ESG-friendly portfolio.
Published by Private Debt Investor on
2018-11-22
Article by Coralie De Maesschalck, Kartesia

THE MISSING PIECE THAT
COMPLETES YOUR FINANCIAL
STRATEGY.
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